Share MU Video media through a link or by embedding

As with most web-based media, it is possible to share an MU Video either by providing a link to the media or by embedding the media to another web based page. Please see the Embedding items page if you are unsure of the differences between linking and embedding.

Additionally both students and instructors can embed media directly to D2L using the My Media features integrated with D2L (without logging into MU Video).

- MU Video in D2L for Students
- MU Video in D2L for Instructors

These instructions inform how to locate and copy the share or embed codes from directly within MU Video. You cannot copy directly from the URL field on your browser to share an MU Video.

These directions presume that you have successfully logged into your MU Video account.

Links shared through this method will only be accessible if your video's Published status has been set to "Unlisted" or the media has been "Published" to an appropriate category. Please see the Publish media to MU Video Categories and Channels for more information.

Locate and share a link

1. Click your display name and select "My Media" from the menu that opens.

2. Select the Media that you wish to share with others by clicking on the preview of the video or the title of the video.

3. From the View Media screen, underneath the video player, click on the Share tab.
   The Link to your Media displays by default. See below for copying the Embed code instead.

4. Highlight and copy the share link given.
5. With the link now copied, you can paste it and share it in an email, in D2L, or somewhere else for others to be able to view/access.

6. Share the link with your intended audience
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**Note**

These instructions assume you have already *logged in to D2L* and *entered the course* in which you wish to work.

Please note: in order for MU Video to record the names of individual students engaging with media embedded in a D2L course, the media must be inserted in D2L using the correct embed option, and not through a shared link as directed here. See [Embedding Media from MU Video in Content](#).

**Share the link as a Content topic**

1. Click on “Resource” in the navigation bar.
2. Select “Content” from the menu that opens.
3. Open up the Module where you want to place the link
4. Click the Upload/Create button
5. Select Create a link.
6. Input a Title
7. Paste the share link in the URL dialogue box
8. Check the box “Open as an External resource”
9. Click the “Create” button.

**Share the link using the Brightspace Editor**

1. Navigate to where you want to place the link. The Brightspace Editor appears when creating an Announcement, a new Content Topic page, in all feedback fields, and in many other locations.
2. Choose to Create new or Edit to open the Editor
3. Click the chain link “Insert Quicklink” icon
4. Select URL from the list of quicklink sources
5. Fill in the title field with text that will display to those who view the link
6. Paste the share link in the URL field.
7. Click the “Insert” button
8. Save the item you placed the link into
Open up any dialogue box (ex: email, discussion board, chat box, etc..) and insert your link and save or send.

For more support on sharing an MU Video in D2L with your instructors, please visit our MU Video in D2L for Students wiki page.

**Locate the embed code for your media**

1. Follow steps 1 and 2 above
2. From the View Media screen, underneath the video player, click on the Share tab. The Link to your Media displays by default.
3. Click **Embed** for the embed code to display instead of the link address.
4. Highlight and copy the embed code given.
5. With the embed code now copied, you can paste it to any html based editor that allows for embedding.